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Social Cognition 2.0: An Interactive Memory Systems Account

David M. Amodio¹,²,*

For 40 years, research on impression formation and attitudes has relied on dual-process theories that represent knowledge in a single associative network. Although such models explain priming effects and some implicit responses, they are generally silent on other forms of learning and on the interface of social cognition with perception and action. Meanwhile, advances in cognitive neuroscience reveal multiple, interacting forms of learning and memory (e.g., semantic associative memory, Pavlovian conditioning, and instrumental learning), with detailed models of their operations, neural bases, and connections with perceptual and behavioral systems. This memory systems perspective offers a more refined, neurally plausible model of social cognition and attitudes that, I argue, provides a useful and generative account of human social behavior.

Getting to Know You, Then and Now
How do you size up a new acquaintance? Is she friendly? Can you trust her? What are her likes and dislikes? And, as you get to know her – through direct interaction, observing her behavior, sharing emotional experiences, and hearing others’ views – how does your impression evolve? This complex process is the subject of social cognition (see Glossary) – the study of how we form representations of other people and how these representations guide social perceptions, judgments, and actions.

For 40 years, social psychologists have relied on dual-process models to explain these social inferences. Dual-process models, which typically comprise an automatic associative process and a more deliberative process, have been useful for explaining conceptual priming, implicit attitudes, and judgment biases. Yet they are also limited; because they assume social information is represented within a single system of associative semantic memory, they do not discern among the many other ways we learn about people in everyday life. And when it comes to the role of affect, the influence of social cognition on perception, and the way social representations guide behavior, these models are often vague.

Meanwhile, since the initial emergence of dual-process models in social psychology, research on human learning and memory has marched on. Neurological case studies, in particular, provide powerful evidence for distinctions between forms of learning and memory – referred to as memory systems – such as semantic and episodic [1], declarative and procedural [2], and declarative and Pavlovian [3]. Contemporary cognitive neuroscience now reveals multiple, interacting systems of learning and memory, with increasingly detailed models of their distinct representations, operations, neural bases, and roles in judgment, perception, and action [4,5]. These advances, when applied to social cognition, suggest an opportunity to update our

Highlights
To date, research on impression formation and attitudes has relied on dual-process theories in which knowledge is represented in a single associative network. Classic dual-process models explain priming effects and concept learning, but have trouble explaining how attitudes and impressions relate to affect, action, and perception.

Meanwhile, advances in cognitive neuroscience reveal multiple, interacting forms of learning and memory, with detailed models of their operations and neural bases. This memory systems perspective offers a more refined, neurally plausible model of social cognition and attitudes that suggests a more precise and generative account of human social behavior.
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models of social cognition, from the single-system representational framework adopted in the 1970s to a contemporary model of interactive memory systems.

Social Cognition 1.0

Early research in social cognition sought to explain some quirks of human social perception: why do prior beliefs color one’s impression and later recollection of a new acquaintance? Why do we remember things better when they involve the self? And why do egalitarians – people who consciously reject prejudice – sometimes show bias in their behavior? To explain these effects, social psychologists brought new ideas (at the time) from cognitive psychology such as categories, schemas, heuristics, priming, and automaticity [6–11] – ideas that, together, offered a new sociocognitive account of social inference [12].

Central to these advances was the information processing model (e.g., [13]), which holds that knowledge is stored in a single associative (or connectionist) network in memory, from which it may be activated automatically to influence thoughts and behaviors, independent of more deliberate judgment [13,14]. Placed in a dual-process framework, this **associative network** interacts with a second, more deliberative process, involving either cognitive control (Box 1), propositional reasoning, or explicit beliefs, which modulates or competes with the expression of the associative process [15–17] (Figure 1). Many so-called anomalies in social cognition – biased judgments, skewed impressions, and automatic stereotypes – could be explained by the interplay of these dual processes, whereby the second process fails to moderate the first (e.g., [15,18–23]).

For decades, this core engine of social cognition – the associative network – has been invoked to explain attitudes, trait impressions, stereotypes, and goals, among other phenomena [6,17–25]. Intervening years have seen important advances regarding the process through which this network operates, as well as the interplay of multiple representations within a single network [26,27]. However, when it comes to the fundamental issue of how information is represented, the assumption of a single associative system remains virtually unchanged.

Limitations of Single-System Representations

What’s wrong with assuming a single system of associations? Although models that assume a single system of knowledge representation explain some ways in which humans represent and use social knowledge, when it comes to many other things humans do – experiencing and encoding affect, learning through direct interaction, and putting this knowledge into action – these models are often silent.

---

**Box 1. Role of Cognitive Control**

Although this article focuses on how attitudes and impressions are learned and represented, their expression is often modulated by cognitive control – a phenomenon that itself involves multiple processes [26,81,104,105]. For example, control may be initiated by the detection of conflict between an action and one’s response goal, supported by the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex [106,107], or between one’s action and external social cues, supported by the rostral paracingulate/medial prefrontal cortex [108]. Although control is typically assumed to be deliberative, the monitoring and detection of response conflict can operate without awareness [109].

Once the need for control is signaled, its implementation may involve different processes. For example, it may involve the abrogation of a response, linked to activity in the right inferior frontal gyrus [110], or the engagement of an intended response, supported by dorsal prefrontal cortex [111], potentially in conjunction with other processes that influence regulation (e.g., attention, emotion, and valuation). Moreover, the process of control may operate by overriding a bias – that is, by implementing an intended response without directly inhibiting the source of bias in the mind [112]. An important goal of future work is to understand how representations of impressions and attitudes, supported by their respective memory systems, interface with different components of control.
Their limitations become conspicuous when considering neuropsychological studies of patients with selective brain lesions, where damage in a particular region impairs one learning capacity while sparing others [28]. Paired with neuroimaging and behavioral studies of learning and memory [29], this literature convincingly reveals the involvement of multiple interacting systems of learning and memory that likely support attitude and sociocognitive functions (Figure 2, Key Figure). Assuming there isn’t a special brain module devoted to attitudes and impressions, separate from other kinds of memory, these findings strongly suggest the need to update our core model of social cognition.

Conceptual versus Affective Learning
Consider the case of affect: some models of implicit attitudes assume that evaluative associative networks are affective in nature (e.g., [17,26]). By this account, an attitude – the extent to which someone or something is liked or disliked – is represented by affective associations (i.e., feeling states), which then informs evaluative judgments and beliefs (i.e., degree of liking).

Yet, this theoretical position is complicated by classic studies of amygdala patients. In these studies, patients with selective amygdala damage and matched controls completed a simple Pavlovian conditioning task in which they viewed a series of stimuli [30,31]. During learning, conditioned stimuli (CSs) were paired with electrical shock. In a test phase, healthy control participants could report a conceptual evaluation (“the blue square is bad”) while also exhibiting an aroused affective response to the CSs, indicated by a galvanic skin response. Amygdala lesion patients, by contrast, could form a conceptual evaluation but showed no evidence of affect [31], suggesting a role for the amygdala in affective learning corroborated by neuroimaging studies [32]. Moreover, a primarily by ventral striatum and caudate.

Memory system: form of memory distinguished by its mode of learning, behavioral functions, and neural substrates. Major memory systems include semantic associative learning (i.e., priming), Pavlovian aversive or reward conditioning, instrumental learning, habit, semantic knowledge, and episodic memory.

Pavlovian conditioning (classical conditioning): learned association between a neutral stimulus and aversive outcome (in Pavlovian aversive conditioning, which depends on the amygdala) or rewarding outcome (in Pavlovian reward conditioning, which depends on the ventral pallidum and nucleus accumbens). The outcome stimulus is often described as biologically potent, in that it is intrinsically important to the organism and autonomically arousing.

Procedural memory: learned action associations acquired through incremental reinforcement, supported by the striatum and expressed nondeclaratively. Procedural memory comprises instrumental learning, skills (i.e., motor learning), and habits (persistent stimulus-response associations insensitive to change in reward contingency).

Representation: hypothetical array of nodes within an associative network that collectively produce a specific emergent mental construct (e.g., concepts and responses) or symbol of external reality (e.g., events).

Semantic associative memory (priming): learned relationships among concepts (e.g., regarding people, groups, and valence concepts) represented in a semantic network that may be activated automatically and expressed implicitly; primarily associated with anterior temporal lobe.

Semantic memory: declarative (i.e., explicit) knowledge of facts, concepts, and beliefs, primarily supported by lateral and ventral regions of the temporal lobe.

Social cognition: field of psychology concerned with the mental processes through which we perceive, think about, and act toward other people and in response to situational factors; also, a scientific

---

**Figure 1.** The Classic Dual-Process Model, with a Single Associative Representation. Most existing dual-process models of social cognition and attitudes include: (i) a single associative network (symbolic of connectionism) that represents stored knowledge, which may be automatically activated; and (ii) a regulatory process represented by either cognitive control or propositional reasoning. This type of model explains conceptual priming and automaticity effects, but does not account for different forms of learning and memory or their interface with physiological and behavioral responses. Adapted from [17].
third group of participants, with selective hippocampal lesions, exhibited affective learning, indicated by galvanic skin response, in the absence of conceptual evaluation [33]. These results appear to reveal dissociable systems of conceptual and affective learning, rooted in different neural structures, which contribute to what social psychologists would call an attitude.

This dissociation – between conceptual and affective learning – concerns not just how we form attitudes, but also how we express them in behavior. In the Iowa gambling task, control subjects learn, through trial and error, to adjust their decision strategy following negative outcomes, and this change is foreshadowed by autonomic arousal to stimuli associated with large losses. However, when amygdala patients completed this task, they failed to show affective arousal and corresponding behavior change [33]. Without affective learning, their behavior was maladaptive. Considered together, these studies suggest separate conceptual and affective representations of an attitude, arising from separate declarative and Pavlovian memory systems, with different channels of expression. Although these systems operate in concert in the healthy brain, knowledge of these underlying demarcations improves our understanding of how an attitude is expressed in behavior.
Conceptual versus Instrumental Learning

Much of human social learning occurs via direct interaction—a colleague smiles when you say hello, suggesting she is friendly; another stares stoically ahead, suggesting he is not. Over time, you save your greetings for the friendly one. This pattern of reinforcement, in which a behavior is learned from feedback across many experiences, characterizes instrumental learning—a form of memory supported by the striatum that, along with skills and habits, constitutes procedural memory [34].

Studies of patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), associated with striatal dysfunction, reveal selective impairments in instrumental learning. For example, in probabilistic learning tasks, such as weather prediction [35] and probabilistic selection tasks [36], subjects must learn to choose stimuli that yield reward over others that do not. Over many learning trials, healthy subjects learn to choose the more frequently rewarded stimuli and report above-chance knowledge of reward contingencies. PD patients, by contrast, can report the correct reward contingencies, but remain at chance-level accuracy in their behavioral choices [39]. That is, they can form evaluations declaratively but not instrumentally. Moreover, hippocampal patients (i.e., amnesiacs) show the reverse impairment: their behavior reveals intact learning, yet they lack declarative knowledge of what they learned [35,37,38]. This double dissociation suggests independent representations of conceptual and instrumental attitude associations.

Beyond revealing different systems of attitude representation, these findings illuminate their complementary functions [39,40]. For example, different systems drive decisions under situations of high versus low cognitive load. With ample resources, the hippocampus and striatum jointly contribute to performance. But under load, hippocampal function is impaired while striatal function is spared, and thus the striatum primarily drives behavior [41]. This pattern suggests that declarative (i.e., conceptual) and instrumental representations operate in concert, adaptively, to guide performance amid different situational demands.

Timing matters, too: the striatum encodes feedback that immediately follows an action, but when feedback is delayed by even a few seconds, it becomes less responsive. By contrast, the hippocampus can encode delayed feedback, but is comparatively less involved when the feedback is immediate [42]. This pattern is supported by patient studies: PD patients can learn via delayed feedback but are impaired when feedback is immediate, whereas amnesiacs can learn from immediate feedback but are impaired when feedback is delayed [43]. Hence, depending on the timing of feedback, a different kind of representation—instrumental or declarative—will be formed and expressed. Again, though these systems normally function in concert, their dissociation reveals the true underlying structure of evaluative representations.

It is notable that a conventional dual-process model could be compatible with either the amygdala or PD patient findings described above, in that each distinguishes a declarative and nondeclarative process. But it can’t explain both. These findings suggest (at minimum) a triple dissociation in evaluative learning—between hippocampal, amygdala, and striatal functions—a pattern demonstrated in rodent lesion studies [44] that has yet to be tested in humans.

Semantic Associative Memory

Of particular interest to sociocognitive theorists is the role of semantic associative memory (i.e., conceptual priming), which supports conceptual knowledge in an associative network that operates automatically and implicitly. Research on semantic associative memory suggests it is centered in the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) [45,46]. In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, valence-based classification of words and faces has been associated with ATL
activity [47,48], often in conjunction with other regions involved in semantic activation (e.g., left inferior prefrontal cortex; [49]), and transcranial magnetic stimulation of the ATL, used to disrupt its activity, impairs semantic processing [50]. Although the ATL is not associated directly with affective processing, its connectivity with the amygdala and orbital frontal cortex suggests a link through which conceptual representations of valence interact with affective representations in other memory systems [51]. Semantic associative memory is further distinguishable from semantic knowledge, which is declarative, as well as from Pavlovian and instrumental learning.

Interacting Memory Systems
Although research often focuses on dissociations between memory systems, in an effort to delineate their respective functions and neural substrates, these systems typically operate in concert [4,52]. For example, in a social interaction, we simultaneously encode our affective response to a person, observe their appearance and behaviors, and learn from their responses to our own actions—a multimodal experience, recorded in systems responsive to different informational modalities. When forming a judgment, information from these memory systems converges, for example, in the dorsal medial frontal cortex, when inferring traits, or in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex when forming a choice, via connections to these regions from the amygdala, ATL, and striatum [53,54]. Hence, by identifying the interactive systems that represent impressions and attitudes and their influences on judgment and action, this approach is equipped to explain the complexities of impression and attitude formation and their roles in social judgments, perceptions, and behaviors (Box 2).

Implications for Theories of Attitudes and Social Cognition
The contemporary memory systems literature has important implications for social psychological theories of attitudes and social cognition. First and foremost, it suggests that models that assume single-system representations of associative knowledge—a feature of most existing dual-process models of attitudes and impression formation—are incomplete. There is now substantial and compelling evidence for multiple systems, with distinct operations and neural substrates that support different kinds of associative representations, experiences, and responses.

Second, most dual-process models in social psychology assume a single mode of associative learning, such that automatic associations are acquired through passive exposure to pairings of objects or events (stimulus–stimulus association). This focus on stimulus–stimulus associations is limited, however, in light of other known learning mechanisms, such as stimulus–outcome association (e.g., Pavlovian threat and reward) and action–outcome association (e.g., instrumental learning). Although stimulus–stimulus association explains one way in which attitudes and impressions are formed (e.g., in evaluative conditioning tasks) [55] and expressed (e.g., in

Box 2. Social Cognition Effects on Perception
A memory systems model also illuminates the influence of social cognition and attitudes on visual processing. For example, a threat response is known to heighten attention and visual acuity, via connections between the amygdala and regions of visual cortex [113–115]. This mechanism likely contributes to social threat responses [116], and when the threat is based in prejudice, it may influence the visual processing of faces biased racial perceptions [117,118]. Stereotypes may also influence visual perception by creating expectancies for configural processing. For example, the stereotype of Black hostility may facilitate the perception of anger on an African American man’s face [119,120]. This effect is thought to represent semantic memory input to configural visual processing [53,121], supported by connectivity between the ATL and fusiform [122]. By considering memory system functions and their supporting neural circuitry, this approach offers a theoretical basis for how social cognition influences visual processing, further explaining how impressions and attitudes influence social perceptions and behavior.
priming tasks), a consideration of other learning mechanisms is needed to explain the roles of affect and behavior.

Third, an assumption of some dual-process models is that attitude associations are affective in nature (e.g., [17,56]). Yet, again, this view is disputed by memory systems research. Whereas conceptual associations (e.g., linking objects to valence concepts) are represented in semantic associative memory (i.e., priming), affective associations are represented by Pavlovian threat or reward associations. Because conventional implicit attitude tasks (e.g., priming tasks) assess associations between attitude objects and valence concepts without affording a direct assessment of affect (e.g., a measure of autonomic arousal; [57–59]), they likely reveal semantic associations, despite allusions to processes like Pavlovian or classical conditioning. Indeed, research designed to discern affective and conceptual associations in such tasks found evidence for conceptual priming but not affect [60]. To refer to such associations as affective may be a misnomer; they appear to be semantic. This distinction has critical implications for our understanding of how attitudes are learned and expressed, as described above.

Fourth, advocates of a single-process model posit that attitudes are formed via propositions [61,62]. Although the definition of proposition is broad, encompassing both causal and merely co-occurring relationships, a key tenet is that propositions hold truth value that is subjectively inferred and, hence, declarative [63,64]. However, substantial evidence from neuroscience – particularly neuropsychological studies, as described above – demonstrates nondeclarative learning. One compelling example comes from research on category learning – a form of procedural learning acquired through trial-and-error across many experiences. Amnesics often exhibit such learning, despite their inability to report it or to maintain working memory long enough to explicitly encode fluctuating probabilities of feedback across the task (e.g., [38,65,66]). And in work on aversive conditioning, associative learning has been shown in sea slugs (Aplysia [67]) and tiny roundworms (C. elegans [68]), organisms unlikely to engage in conscious propositional processing, through molecular mechanisms similar to those that support conditioning in humans [69]. From a modern learning and memory perspective, this single- versus dual-process debate seems moot; there are multiple forms of learning, some of which can operate without awareness. Moreover, although the memory systems model is incompatible with a single-process view, the opposite is not true: a memory systems model can account for propositional processing and add clarity to its role in evaluation and behavior.

Fifth, the memory systems model has implications for how implicit attitudes and impressions are updated, particularly in response to countervailing information. Early investigations suggested that implicit associations are resistant to change, whereas explicit impressions are updated rapidly [70,71]. However, recent work suggests that when new information is extremely countervailing (e.g., when Bob, who donates to charity and rescues pets, turns out to be a mafia hitman), implicit attitudes can change quickly [72,73]. Hence there is debate – do implicit associations change slowly or quickly? From a memory systems perspective, it depends on how an association is learned. Whereas aversive conditioning is resistant to change [74], semantic associations and instrumental reward associations can change, albeit slowly, with repeated experiences [25,75]. However, unlike semantic associations, which presumably weaken with repeated nonpairings between an object and its associated concept, instrumental reward updating is driven by prediction errors, and under some conditions, large prediction errors can cause rapid change [76]. Furthermore, some implicit attitude tasks may be more sensitive to the expression of one form of learning than another [77], further affecting interpretations of change. A memory systems account helps to explain when and how change is likely to occur while clarifying how such changes are expressed (and thus measured).
Finally, the memory systems model may help to illuminate the implicit–explicit distinction in social cognition and attitudes. First, this model identifies multiple forms of memory that support implicit [i.e., nondeclarative] learning [78,79]. In doing so, it clarifies that implicit is not a unitary phenomenon, but a broad descriptor that applies to a variety of learning mechanisms (e.g., Pavlovian conditioning, conceptual priming, and habit) which vary in function as well as in the way their operations may be considered implicit. This literature also distinguishes among explicit (i.e., declarative) memory processes (e.g., semantic and episodic memory). More broadly, a memory systems approach shifts focus from questions of implicitness to questions of function [4], and it aims to clarify not just whether a process is implicit, but how it is implicit and why this matters for impressions, attitudes, and behavior (see Outstanding Questions).

Toward Social Cognition 2.0: A Memory Systems Model of Attitudes and Social Cognition

The core model of social cognition, derived from 1970s cognitive psychology, is due for a fundamental system upgrade – a reboot based on contemporary knowledge of learning and memory as it relates to social impressions and attitudes. Some prior steps toward this upgrade are notable: Carlson’s Associative Systems Theory [80] integrated ideas from social psychology, cognitive psychology, and neuroscience to propose multiple, interacting systems of verbal, affective, visual, and action representations that support social inference. And Lieberman et al. [81] proposed an elaboration of the classic dual-process model, differentiating between multiple processes that contribute to both automatic and controlled responses on the basis of emerging cognitive neuroscience findings – an approach used fruitfully to explain the phenomenon of intuition [82] and facets of the self concept [83]. In what follows, I describe how current thinking on learning and memory systems has begun to illuminate issues of implicit bias and impression formation.

Memory Systems Model of Implicit Bias

My colleagues and I initially adapted the memory systems approach to examine implicit prejudice and stereotyping – mental associations linking attitudes and traits, respectively, with social groups, which may influence behavior without awareness. Although well documented, the cognitive basis of implicit bias remains poorly understood, often defined vaguely as associations in memory or traces of past experience [84,85]. Such accounts assume a single system of implicit association and say little about how implicit biases are formed or operate. However, in light of the emerging literature on memory systems, we proposed that implicit biases could be represented by multiple forms of learning and memory, each with different implications for how implicit biases may be formed, expressed, and potentially reduced.

We first examined these implications as they pertained to affective and semantic forms of implicit racial bias, using a physiological index of amygdala activity to demonstrate an affective form of implicit bias that was independent of conceptual processing [57]. We then used this model to understand how different forms of racial associations – affective and semantic – relate to behavior. We found that separate measures of implicit evaluation (intended to assess affective associations) and stereotyping (assessing semantic associations) were uncorrelated and uniquely predicted different forms of discriminatory behavior [86]. To the extent this dissociation reflected separate semantic and Pavlovian systems, based on research linking implicit prejudice to the amygdala and Pavlovian conditioning [87,88], these findings suggested two different forms of implicit bias that should be expressed in different behaviors and changed via different kinds of interventions. A related distinction is made by the Dual Implicit Process Model [59], which notes that implicit attitudes could be represented by either negative
conceptual associations or threat associations – two forms of implicit attitude with different behavioral consequences, likely rooted in different memory systems.

The memory systems approach also offers predictions for how emotion, such as the anxiety people experience in intergroup situations, can influence the activation of implicit bias. Consistent with research relating fear and anxiety to the amygdala [89], but not to substrates of semantic association, we found that intergroup anxiety amplified subjects’ implicit prejudiced attitudes but not their stereotype associations [90]. Of course, social interactions may involve any variety of emotions; the memory system offers a framework for understanding how they influence implicit attitudes and impressions.

Finally, the memory systems model posits that an implicit attitude could reflect associations in semantic memory (e.g., with the concept ‘bad’), Pavlovian learning (e.g., affect), or instrumental memory (e.g., approach/avoidance tendencies). Whereas research linking implicit prejudice to amygdala activity is consistent with its basis in Pavlovian learning [57], an fMRI study using multivoxel pattern analysis revealed separate neural representations of implicit prejudice and stereotyping in the ATL, demonstrating how both could also exist within a single semantic network [48]. Further research is needed to understand the interplay of these implicit attitude components and their implications for behavior. Nevertheless, the memory systems approach has already begun to identify the specific neurocognitive processes that constitute implicit associations, moving the field beyond vague definitions, in an effort to elucidate their operation in the mind, behavior, and society.

**Instrumental Learning of Attitudes and Trait Impressions**

How do we form attitudes and impressions from direct social interaction? To date, research has examined how we learn about others vicariously or through observation, but not how we form impressions based on direct, dynamic social feedback. According to memory systems research, interaction-based impressions and attitudes depend on instrumental learning, rooted in action–outcome associations – that is, acting toward an interaction partner and learning from their response – in contrast to existing sociocognitive models assuming a single system of semantic associations.

Instrumental learning, often examined using probabilistic reward reinforcement paradigms and supported by the striatum, has been shown to guide choice preferences [92,93]. Although not typically interpreted in terms of an attitude, such effects resemble early conceptualizations of attitudes as response dispositions – the behavioral component of classic tripartite models [59,94] (Box 3). Moreover, because instrumental reward learning involves action associations [95,96], an instrumental-based attitude may have more direct effects on behavior than attitudes represented by propositions or semantic associations [76,97]. An instrumental learning account of attitudes also suggests a mechanism for the formation of habits – actions that persist after reward has ceased [98,99].

The role of instrumental learning in impression formation was examined in a recent experiment [100]. In this study, participants played a money-sharing game; on each trial, they chose to interact with one of two players and then received feedback on the amount that player shared. Importantly, players shared a large or small amount of money from either a large or small endowment, such that they were associated with either high or low reward independent of their degree of generosity. Computational modeling of prediction errors revealed that representations of instrumental reward value and trait generosity were encoded separately. Although both kinds of prediction errors correlated with ventral striatum activity, generosity prediction errors
were also correlated with regions previously linked to explicit trait updating (e.g., right temporoparietal junction, precuneus, and interparietal lobule; [101]). Furthermore, reward and generosity representations had unique effects on subsequent social choices.

These findings reveal that instrumental learning can support the formation of both attitudes and trait impressions from direct social interaction. Moreover, trait learning in social interactions may depend on the interplay of instrumental and conceptual systems - that is, social information encoded simultaneously through reinforcement and observation. Together, this work demonstrates a basis for implicit attitudes in instrumental learning, apparently independent of conceptual association or Pavlovian conditioning, and consistent with prior research on probabilistic reinforcement learning that functions independently of declarative knowledge [38,41].

More broadly, the emerging body of memory systems research is revealing a more comprehensive account of how we interact with people in everyday life - from our first impressions to our evolving attitudes, formed vicariously or in person, and expressed in our perceptions, judgments, emotions, and behavior (Figure 2). By focusing on psychological function, rather than implicitness/explicitness, and with a consideration of neural mechanism and the situational affordances that affect learning and behavior, the memory systems approach is beginning to illuminate the ‘black box’ portrayed by the single-system representational account of current dual-process models.

**Concluding Remarks**

Our knowledge of learning and memory has advanced considerably since dual-process models of attitudes and social cognition first emerged. These advances offer mounting evidence for an interactive memory systems account of social cognition and attitudes, particularly as they relate to the implicit associations that drive impressions, preferences, perceptions, and behaviors. This memory systems account is more consistent with neural function than are dual-process
accounts, addressing a wider range of responses, and it provides substance to the vague notion of associations in memory invoked by dominant theories [79, 84]. In light of recent advances in social psychology and cognitive neuroscience, along with growing concern about dual-process frameworks [59, 99, 102–104], the time is ripe for an upgrade: from traditional dual process to a model of interacting memory systems – an approach that offers a rich theoretical foundation to understand the complexities of social cognition and social behavior.
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